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ABSTRACT 
This report   describes  the  results of a simulator program to  invest igate  
the effects of motion cues on a manual-control tracking task. The experi- 
mental variables were controlled-element dynamics, l inear  motion charac- 
t e r i s t i c s ,  and angular motion characteristics. The data obtained include: 
pilot describing functions, both overall (combined visual and motion feed- 
backs) and separate (independent visual and motion pathways); remnant 
characteristics; and tracking performance. These data are also compared 
with previous experimental results.  
From the previous and present data, a multimodality p i lo t  model for  
both visual and motion feedbacks i s  derived. The dynamics of the two 
(angular and l inear )  motion feedback paths and the  integration of visual 
and motion feedbacks are discussed. The overall  effects of motion on 
the crossover model are found t o  be the lower pilot   effective time delays 
and higher crossover frequencies. The changes are roughly 0.15 sec and 
1 rad/sec. These effects are primarily due t o  an angular r a t e  feedback 
via the semicircular canals. The lead provided by this vestibular path 
allows t h e   p i l o t   t o  reduce his lead  in  the  visual  path and increase  his 
low frequency gain. The relat ive magnitudes of the visual and vestibular 
feedbacks depend on the controlled element dynamics (whether or not p i lo t  
l o w  frequency  lead  equalization i s  required). 
The implications of the experimental data and the multimodality pilot 
model on the design requirements for moving-base simulators are also 
reviewed. While the effects of motion cues on manual tracking, failure 
detection, and realism must be considered, the only definitive require- 
ments are those relating to tracking. Translational motion cues appear 
t o  be generally less important than rotational ones, although l inear  
motions can be significant in special  si tuations.  A conservative estimate 
for   the requirements on angular cues seems t o  be good f ide l i t y  over the 
frequency range of 0.5-10 rad/sec. A procedure for establishing tracking 
requirements fo r  a specific problem i s  outlined. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. BACKC)ROUND 
Motion cues can have an important effect  on manual control of aerospace 
vehicles. Consequently, designers and researchers working i n  the f i e l d  of 
manual control are faced  with  several  analytical and simulation problems. 
Analytical  pilot models have been developed and have proven invaluable  aids 
t o  flight control system design and general handling qualities research; 
however, these models have either considered only visual inputs t o   t h e  
p i l o t  or have combined the  visual and motion cue effects  into an equivalent 
model for visual inputs alone. 
The lack of a p i lo t  model wkich specifically  includes the separable 
effects of motion cues may place  certain  restrictions on the  applicabili ty 
of analytical  results.  The possible effects of motion cues also raise  
several questions on the design of simulation programs, including: 
0 When i s  it necessary t o  go t o  t h e  cost  and complexity 
of using a moving-base simulator o r  a variable-stability 
airplane? 
0 If a moving-base simulator or variable-stability 
airplane is  necessary, &ich motion quantities must 
be  duplicated and with $hat f ide l i ty?  
0 If all the motion quantities are not exactly 
duplicated, how does one extrapolate the results 
t o  that of flight of the  actual  vehicle? 
The primary objective of the  research.  reported  here vas t o  extend the 
exis t ing  pi lot  models t o  include  the  separable  effects of motion cues. 
This would eliminate  the  analytical  restrictions noted above and the 
model could also be used t o  provide some answers t o   t h e  questions on 
sjmulation design. 
The first phase of t h i s  program included a thorough review of the 
l i t e ra ture  on : 
1 
0 Psychological and physiological data relating 
t o  human perception of motion 
0 The effects of motion cues on performance for 
manual control  tracking tasks 
0 The effects of  motion on p i lo t  descr ib ing  mct ion  
measurements 
The l i te ra ture  on the f i rs t  item was extensive and the  resul ts  of the 
review are documented i n  Ref. 1. A moderate amount of performance data 
was available, but useful describing function data were very limited, 
Refs. 2 and 3 .  (Section IV presents a more detailed discussion of the 
describing function data which existed a t  the time of the  l i terature  
survey and Ref. 4, vihich wits published shortly before the completion 
of this project.) 
Based on the material obtained in the literature survey, a preliminary 
multimodality p i l o t  model for  visual  and motion inputs was formulated. O f  
necessity, some features of this  preliminary model had an extremely limited 
data base. Therefore, a validation experiment was planned and executed. 
The experimental results  generally supported the preliminary model, but did 
allow some refinements t o  be made. 
Because of the similari ty between the  preliminary and revised models, 
the preliminary one is  not discussed here. Instead, the body of the 
report  presents: 
The resul ts  of the  validation experiment 
0 The correlation of these results with previous 
data 
0 The current,  revised  Multimodality  Pilot Model 
Bs O U T L m  OF THE REPORT 
The experiinental conditions and data reduction procedures which were 
used are described in Section 11. Additional details on the data reduc- 
t ion  procedure used for  some of the tes t  conditions are given in   the  
Appendix. 
The experimental results are discussed in Section 111. This discussion 
is  divided into three parts. The first,  and most extensive, part considers 
the basic effects of motion on a number of quantities, including: 
2 
0 Pilot  describing  f'unctions 
0 Crossover frequency and phase magin 
0 Pilot  remnant 
0 Tracking performance 
The second and third pa r t s   t r ea t   t he  ef'fects of changes i n  the  l inear  
motion cues and in the angular motion mshout. 
The correlation of the present  results with previous data is  discussed 
in Section N. 
Section V describes  the proposed p i lo t  model for  visual and motion 
feedbacks. Also included i n  this  sect ion is  a discussion of the implica- 
t ions of the  data and model on the requirements fo r  moving-base simulation. 
Section V I  is a sunrmary. 
SECTION 11 
A e PHYSICAL LAYOUT AND EQUIPMENT 
The overall goals of the experimental program were to   val idate  and 
refine the preliminary Multimodality P i lo t  Model. The formulation of the 
t e s t  conditions t o  achieve these goals was guided by the following 
desiderata: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The piloting  task should be att i tude  control 
because attitude control, as ei ther  a command 
or inner loop, i s  essent ia l  in  f lying an 
airplane. 
The task should be single axis t o  avoid the 
complications of multi-axis interactions and 
t o  simplify the correlation of the  results  with 
previous data. 
The visual feedback should be attitude  alone 
(no path information) t o  avoid the confounding 
effects of additional feedbacks on the data 
interpretation. 
The linear  acceleration motion cues should be 
variable to investigate the relative roles of 
the angular and l inear  cues. 
The task as presented t o   t h e   p i l o t  should be as 
r ea l i s t i c  a f l ight   s i tuat ion as possible. 
Guided by the above, a roll control  task  with  variable  lateral  acceleration 
cues was selected. 
The general task presented to  the  subjects wits t o  roll stabi l ize  a 
high performance VTOL which was hovering i n  gusty air. They Irere 
instructed  to  keep the roll deviations as small as possible and were 
given no information on the i r  lateral position (simulator wits hooded 
and the only display was roll angle. The experiments were conducted 
on the NASA Ames S i x  Degree of Freedom Simulator, Fig. 1, using the , 
roll and la te ra l  t rans la t ion  modes of the simulator. In response t o  
visual and motion cues, the   p i lo t  manipulated a sidestick  controller. 
4 
r 
A-39901 
Figure 1. Six-Degrees-of-Freedom Simulator 
5 
Stick  position was fed t o  an analog computer which was used t o  simulate 
a variety of controlled element dynamics, derive the input signals to 
the  display and the simulator, and provide a performance measure (see 
Fig. 2). The following paragraphs describe the various elements in  the 
overall simulation. 
The controller TELS a l a r  inertia, spring-restrained sidestick with 
-+l5 deg of travel. It had a breakout torque of approximately 1.5 in.-lb 
and a gradient of approximately  0.32 in. -lb/deg . 
The controlled element dynamics' were always of the form 
KC 
s ( s + a )  
Yc = 
where a was 0, 1, or  10 sec . Each subject was allowed t o  select the 
gain, Kc, he preferred for each value of a. The values selected by the 
three subjects are given in Table I. 
-1 
, -  
wL!E I 
PILOT-SELECTED GAINS 
a SUBJECT 
(sec-1) 
75 25 15 65 10 
10 5 4 2.5 1 
7.5 5 5 6 -5 0 
M J  RG Gc GB 
Gain, Kc, i n  units of sec-2 
For a l l  t e s t  conditions, a disturbance input, d, was added t o   t h e  
controlled element output. This input i s  equivalent t o  the hands-off 
gust response of the simulated vehicle. The input was composed of 
10 sine waves and had a rms value of 4.3 deg. The frequencies of the 
10 component,waves a re  l i s ted  in  Table 11. The amplitudes of the 4 
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Figure 2. Simulation Schematic 
TABLE I1 
DISTURBANCE INPUT COMPONENTS 
NO. OF CYCLES 
I N 4 m  
4 
7 
13 
19 
31 
55 
95 
155 
262 
443 
FREQUENCY 
( W / S E C  ) 
0.10472 
0.18326 
0.34034 
0.49742 
0.81 158 
1.4399 
4.0579 
2.4871 
6.8592 
I 1 .598 
RELATIVE 
AMPLITUDE 
1 
1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
highest frequency components were 1/10 those of the low frequency 
components. 
For some of the tes ts  a  command input, i, was also used, see Fig. 2. 
The basic  difference between the canrmand and disturbance inputs i s  that  
the  disturbance  input  feeds  directly  into  both  the  display and the moving- 
base simulator; whereas, the cmand feeds only i n t o  the display. Thus, 
d tends to  disturb  the  vehicle and the pilot attempts t o  cancel i t s  effects 
and keep the vehicle level; while i is  a roll command which the  pi lot  
attempts t o  follow. The  command input was used so that the pilot 's  visual 
and motion feedbacks could be separated. This subject i s  discussed in 
de ta i l  in Section 1 I . C .  
The  command input was also composed of 10 sine waves, see Table 111. 
The rms value was either 1/4 or  1/2 tha t  of the disturbance input. 
The roll angle error, e, was displayed t o  the  pi lot  on a 5 in. 
attitude indicator (8-ball). Without the command input, the ball 
approximated the  true horizon, i. e.,  the  ball was nearly  inertially 
stabilized and the cab rotated around it. The integral of the absolute 
8 
wI;E I11 
COMMCLND INPUT C O W M T S  
NO. OF CYCLES FREQUENCY RELATIVE 
m 4 m  ( W / S E C  1 AMPLITUDE 
5 
9 
16 
26 
42 
71 
1 20 
202 
340 
574 
0.13090 
0.23562 
0 A1888 
0.68068 
I .0996 
1.8588 
3.1416 
5.2884 
8 .go1 2 
15.027 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
value of the  error was also computed t o  provide an on-line check on 
p i lo t  perf o m c e  . 
A washout, 
S - -  
s + p 9  
 
~ r a s  used between the roll angle, cp, and the  input  to  the r o l l  channel 
of the Six-Degrees-of-Freedom Simulator (see Fig. 2).  The inverse time 
constant, p , was an experimental parameter and values of 0.5, 1, and 
2 sec-l were tested.  
cp 
The equalization between cp and the  la teral   posi t ion channel was 
used t o  simulate  different  pilot head positions  relative t o  the  vehicle 
c.g. Most hovering VTOL's have very low side force characteristics, so 
that  the  linear  acceleration sensed by the  pi lot  i s  primarily due t o  the 
angular acceleration and his distance from the c.g. Thus, the sensed 
acceleration a t   t h e   p i l o t '  s head would be 
9 
where a, = height of p i l o t ' s  head above the simulated 
vehicle c . g . 
Now in a simulator the sensed acceleration would be 
where  ys = la teral  posi t ion of the  simulator cab 
f?, = height of p i l o t ' s  head above the 
simulator roll axis of rotation 
(approximately 1.5 ft in  these 
t e s t s )  
Combining these two expressions gives the desired  transfer f'unction 
between simulator roll angle and position. 
The double integration i s  undesirable because of the very large position 
changes required for any low frequency roll motions. Any bias in the 
mean roll angle would be especially bad as it would quickly produce 
excessive translations. This problem was avoided by adding a second- 
order washout, (s/s + py) , i n  the position loop. Thus, the net transfer 
function between the roll angle and the input t o  the la teral   posi t ion 
channel of the simulator was 
2 
" Y i  (az-as)s2 + bs+ g 
cp 
- Yy - - 
( s  + p y I 2  
For the vast majority of the  test   conditions b was set t o  zero but a 
few runs were m a d e  with a nonzero value t o  see if a @ component of 
lateral  acceleration would produce any significant effects. The 
simulated head position was either on the c.g. (a = 0 )  or 3.5 f t  
10 
above the c.g. (a ,  = 3.5 f t )  . The washout inverse tjme constant was 
also varied and was s e t   a t  0.5, I ,  or 2 sec-l . 
Let us now review the  pertinent  characteristics of the Six-Degrees- 
of-Freedom Simulator. The roll channel limits of the simulator were 
as f o l l o m  : 
Rol l  angle 
Roll r a t e  
Roll acceleration 
5% deg 
deg/sec 
+580 deg/sec 2 
The la teral   posi t ion  l imits  were: 
Position +g f t  
Velocity k8 ft /sec 
Acceleration kg. 2 ft /sec 2 
A s  part  of the data reduction, the simulator describing functions were 
computed for some of t he   t e s t  runs. It vas found tha t  Over the range 
of input  frequencies  the roll dynamics could be closely approximated by 
CPS A e-' 
'pi Ts  + 1 
"
vhere cps = actual roll angle of simulator cab 
'pi = commanded roll angle 
T = 0.04 sec 
T = 1/12 sec 
The rfleasured describing  functions for la teral   posi t ion shared considerable 
run-to-run variability  for  frequencies  greater  than 3 rad/sec, which 
suggests that the acceleration limits were being reached. A rough 
approximation to   the  posi t ion dynamics is  given by 
ys . 
Y i  
"
- 2  2 
s + 25,(uSS +cos 
11 
There ys = actual  la teral  posi t ion of s h u l a t o r  cab 
y i  = commanded lateral position 
C S  = 0.7 
us = 5 rad/sec 
Four subjects were used in these experiments; their   pertinent back- 
grounds axe summarized in Table IV. Describing f'unction analyses were 
performed only on subjects GB, RG, and N. They were each allowed several 
practice runs on the various configurations and data runs were made only 
after the i r  performance, -as measured by J I e ldt, had stabilized. The 
data runs were approximately 4.5 min long, of which 4 min wits used in 
the data analysis. 
W L E  IV 
SUBJECT BACKGROUNDS 
GB : 
Gc: 
RG: 
": 
Retired A i r  Force pilot;  approximately 7,000 h r   i n  
multi-engine a i r c ra f t  
Head of Flight Operations Branch a t  NASA Ames 
Research Center; approximately 5,000 hr t o t a l  
with 60 percent i n  single-engine aircraft (mainly 
fighters); helicopter rating 
NASA Research Pilot; approximately 4,200 h r   t o t a l ,  
mostly i n  single-engine fighters, 500 h r   i n  
helicopters and VTOL aircraft 
Airline pilot; formerly military pilot; approximately 
1,200 hr in  j e t  f ighters   md 20 hr  in multi-engine 
a i rc raf t  
Subject GC vas used t o  provide subjective evaluations of the  different 
configurations because of his much more extensive flight and simulator 
experience. His evaluations axe discussed l a t e r .  
The experimental configurations were divided into three groups. The 
Prior i ty  1 configurations were selected t o  provide basic information on 
the effects of: 
12 
0 Controlled element dynamics 
0 Pilot ' s  head location 
0 Rol l  and lateral  posit ion washouts. 
The  21 Priority 1 configurations are indicated in Table V. A l l  four 
subjects flew the Priority 1 configurations. 
TABU V 
PRIORITY 1 COXFIGURATIONS 
0, 1, 10 I Fixed Base 
0, 10 I 0 I 1, 2 I 0.5 
SECOND 
INPUT 
rms i/ms d 
LATERAL 
ACCEXZRATION 
COMPONEDTT DUE 
TO ROLL FATE 
b 
(f t /sec)  
0 I 0 
0 I 0 
0 0 
The Priority  2 and 3 configmations were primarily  selected t o  
evaluate  the two-input method of directly  separating  the visual and 
motion feedbacks. Also included in Priority 2 were nonzero values of 
the lateral  acceleration component  due t o  r o l l  rate, b. The  10 
Priority 2 configurations are listed in Table V I .  Two subjects flew 
those Configurations. The 12 Priority 3 configurations, listed in 
Table V I I ,  were flolm by one subject . 
C, DAW REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
The data vas originally recorded in  analog form on a 14-channel FM 
magnetic tape recorder. The data vas subsequently sampled a t  20 samples/ 
sec and converted t o  a d ig i t a l  format. The digi ta l  data  
on a  large  scale  digital  coquter  using  the BOMM program 
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vas then analyzed 
(Ref. 5 ) .  The 
TABm V I  
PRIORITY 2 CONTIGURATIONS 
C O N T R O W  ROLL HEAD 
ELEMENT WASHOUT POSITION 
0, 10 0 -5 0 
LATEML LATERAL 
P O S I T I O N  
COMPONENT DUE INPUT WASHOUT 
ACCELERATION SECOND 
Py rms i/rms d TO ROLL RATE b 
(ft/sec) (sec-1) 
*For some runs, 10 ft/sec TGLS used  instead.  of 1.5 ft/sec 
TABm V I 1  
P R I O R I T Y  3 CONFIGURATIONS 
CONTROLLED HEAD 
ELEMENT I POSITION I W s W  
0 , l O  I 0 I 1 
LATERAL 
P O S I T I O N  
WASHOUT 
Py 
(sec-1) 
SECOND 
m m  
rms i/rms d 
LATERAL 
ACCELERATION 
COMPONENT DUE 
TO ROLL RATE 
b 
(ft/sec) 
0 
actual  calculations  used to coqute pilot  describing  function with one  or 
two  inputs  and  pilot  remnant  are  discussed  below. 
For  the  one  input  (disturbance) runs only  an  overall  pilot  describing 
function  can  be  measured.  This  describing  function, 5 contains  the 
combined  effects of pilot  visual  and  motion  feedbacks.  The  effective loop 
structure  is  therefore  reduced to the  single  loop  form  of  Fig. 3. 
14 
n C  d 
Figure 3 .  Effective Loop Structure for One-Input 
The d ig i t a l  computer evaluated the Fourier transforms 
Runs 
of e, c, and 
rpm at each of the 10 input frequencies* and computed the following 
ratios 
[-] YpYc 
The above approximations are quite accurate if  the remnant i s  small. 
Data frm two runs made with an analog p i lo t  with no remnant simulation 
were analyzed. The average absolute values of the errors in the measured 
describing ftmction were 0.18 dB and 1.8 deg. The maximum errors Irere 
0.38 dB and 6.2 deg. Thus, i n  the absence of remnant, the measurement 
technique is  quite accurate. 
When remnant i s  present, errors in the measured describing f'unctions 
are introduced because the Fourier coefficients actually contain some 
remnant power. *The magnitude of the errors was investigated by com- 
puting  the  Fourier  coefficients f o r  the minimum frequency separation 
of 1 /run length ( 1 /240 Hz). Since the coefficients at noninput fre- 
quencies represent remnant effects, the measurements are accurate as 
"Frequencies of the 10 components of d. 
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long as  the magnitudes at input frequencies are much greater than a t  
noninput frequencies; i.e., the coefficient i s  primarily due t o  the 
input rather than the remnant. Review of this data for several runs 
showed that the remuant effects on e a t  low frequencies were the most 
limiting factor. It vas concluded that the describing function data 
f o r  frequencies less than roughly 0.5 rad/sec Irere not  reliable because 
of excessive remnant effects.  
A s  noted earlier,  some runs were also made with both command and 
disturbance inputs. For these runs the effective loop structure is  
shom i n  Fig. 4. Here Yv is the p i l o t  describing function for visual 
feedback and Ym i s  the describing function for motion feedback. It 
d 
Figure 4. Effective Loop Structure for Two-Input Runs 
must be noted tha t  Ym actually  represents  the sum of two separate motion 
feedback channels-one angular and  one l inear.  Furthermore all simu- 
l a to r  dynamics,  washouts,  and equalizations are included in Ym. Without 
the cammand input, the loop structure of Fig. 4 reduces t o  that of Fig. 3 
with 
Yp = Yv + ym ( 1 1 )  
The reason for adding the second input was t o  attempt t o  separate 
the visual and motion feedbacks. Measurement of the two describing func- 
tions, Yv and L, requires two uncorrelated inputs Prhich are   inser ted  a t  
different points in the system. However, there i s  a problem i n  using 
a ccnnmand input. A large cammand input wil destroy the correlation 
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between the  pi lot ' s   v isual  display and h i s  sensed motions. When the 
two feedbacks disagree  he may tend t o  place a different  relative weighting 
on the two types of inputs, e .g. , ignore the motion cues and use only a 
visual feedback.' This problem can be minimized by using a command input 
which is very s m a l l  re la t ive t o  the disturbance input. 
With a small enough command h p u t ,  the p i l o t  a r i l 1  not be consciously 
aware of the  visual/motion discrepancies and will operate as if  there 
were only the disturbance input. On the other hand, if  the input i s  too 
small, FIE have signal/noise problems. One of the objectives of this pro- 
gram m s  t o  determine i f  a command input could be found wkich ms both 
small enough not t o  affect   the   pi lot ing technique and large enough t o  
provide reasonable data. Accordingly, two  command input levels were 
tested-rms values of 1/4 and 1/2 tha t  of the disturbance input. The 
effects of the cammmd input were analyzed by comparing the  effective 
visual describing function, Yp, data fo r  one and two inputs. An example 
comparison i s  shmm i n  Fig. 5 .  A s  can be seen, the effects  Irere insig- 
nificant. Since the signal levels were also large enough t o  provide 
good measurements, the  original  objective vas achieved. 
The data reduction procedure fo r  two inputs are considerably more 
diff icul t  than for the one. A s  detai led in  the appendix, the calculation 
of the Yv and Ym describing f'unctions requires solving two simultmeous 
equations. One equation involves the ratios of various Fourier trans- 
forms measured a t  d input frequencies, the other a t  i input frequencies. 
Because the measurements for  each input cannot have any common frequen- 
cies,' the  measured ra t ios  must be  interpolated t o  provide numerical 
values fo r  both equations at cammon frequencies. Because of the compli- 
cated data  reduction procedure only 31 
With one exception, these consisted of 
discussion of this 
two-input runs were analyzed. 
two replications  for two subjects 
subject i s  contained in Section V.C . *A more detailed 
'The two inputs must be uncorrelated and, since both are the sum of 
sine waves, t h i s  means they cmnot have any common frequencies. 
40 
20 
0 
- 100 
- - 200 
Subject : RG 
Y, = Kc/s(s + IO) 
1, = o , p+ = py = 0.5sec" 
c+,/qd Runs 
0 0 102315, 3 
L l  0.25 179, 346 
0 0.50 312, 339 
* 
-300 
"O w (radlsec) 10.0 
Figure 3 .  Comparison of One-Input and Two-Input  Data 
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(GB and RG), with two values of a, (0 and 3.5 f t ) ,  ixro levels of the 
c o m d  input, and two controlled elements [Yc = ~ / s (  s + IO) and 
Yc = K&2] . 
The first step in the reduction of the remnant data vas t o  compute 
the power spectra of e and c. For frequencies greater than 5 rad/sec, 
the  classic approach used was t o  compute the  autocorrelation  function 
and then the Fourier transform. This technique was not satisfactory 
at the lower frequencies because input and remnant effects could not 
be separated. To get data between input frequencies would require using 
a s m a l l  frequency  resolution which means large measurement variabil i ty.  
To get the low frequency data, the Fourier coefficients of e and c 
vere computed f o r  the minimum frequency separation ( l / r u n  length = 1/240 Hz) 
up t o  6 rad/sec. After discarding the values at input frequencies, the 
data vas averaged over ten adjacent frequency points. When multiplied 
by a suitable constant this gave the e and c spectra due t o  remnant alone. 
Had the  Fast  Fourier Transform Algorithm been available  in  the BO" pro- 
gram, t h i s  technique trould have been used f or a l l  frequencies. However, 
vithout  this  algorithm it vas more inexpensive t o  use  the combination of 
techniques. The results from the tvo methods overlapped in the frequency 
range 5 - 6 rad/sec and the two different  sets agreed  very wel i n   t h i s  
overlap region. 
By averaging over 10 frequencies, the low frequency spectra data have 
20 degrees of freedom and a normalized standard error" of 0.32, Ref. 6. 
The higher frequency data have 80 degrees of freedom (120 lags vith 4800 
samples) and a normalized standard error of 0.16. 
Until   this  point we have been discussing  closed-loop remnant, i. e ., 
the remnant component of e or c. A more significant quantity i s  the 
equivalent open-loop remnant referred  to   the  pi lot ' s   input  or output. 
The power spectra of the c closed-loop remnant and the  spectra of the 
"Normalized standard error i s  the rms error  in  the  spectral  measurement 
divided by the  true  value. 
Over the frequency for  which Yp data i s  available, Eq. 12 can be used t o  
determine the open-loop spectra, anCnc, from the  measured closed-loop 
spectra, Qcc . 
This cmpletes the description of the experimental conditions and 
measurement procedures. The next section presents the experimental 
results. 
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SECTION I11 
EIIPER-L DATA 
The subsequent presentation of the experimental results has been 
organized into three parts as follows: 
0 Part 1, basic motion effects, differences betmen 
fixed-base and a nominal moving-base configuration 
0 Part 2, effects of changes in linear motion  cues 
with angular cues held constant 
0 Past  3, effects of changes i n  roll washout 
The specific parameter variations which' are considered i n  each part   are 
indicated in Table V I I I .  
Part 1 
TABm V I 1 1  
ORGANIZATION OF DATA PRESENTATION 
LATEXAL LATERAL 
CONTROLLED 
COKPOlWNT DUE m m  WASHOUT wAsHoUT POSITION EL;EMENT 
ACCELEZATION SECOND POSITION HEAD 
YC TO ROLL RATE rms i/rms d py 1, (sec-l) b ( sec-1) 
Fixed Base - 0 
Var* 
0 0 V a r  0 -5 0 -5 
Part 2 
0 0 0 -5 V a r  0 V a r  Par t  3 
V a r  V a r  Var 0.5 V a r  V W  
Throughout the discussion, frequent reference is  made to   the  vest ibular  
system feedbacks of angular and l inear  motion cues. While there axe several 
motion-sensing mechanisms in the human body, the  vestibulas system is  
21 
. ,. "" ".." ""1- - .  
generally accepted as the primary one in a normal subject. Therefore, 
refer t o  various effects as being due to   vest ibular  feedback, but 
the  data, - per -9 se are   real ly  independent of t h i s  assumption. It i s  i n  
the  interpretation of the data that  the  particular motion-sensing mechanism 
becomes significant. It will be shown that the data presented here are 
compatible with the physiological data on the dynamics of the  vestibular 
system, at least the semicircular canals. 
While the dynamics of the vestibular organs, the semicircular canals 
and the  utricles,   are  treated i n  same detail   in  Section V, a brief preview 
is  given here t o  assist the  reader in interpreting  the  data  presented. 
The semicirculas canals are essentially angular accelerometers. However, 
in the frequency range of most concern in tracking  tasks  they respond l ike  
rate sensors ( e  .g., r a t e  gy ros )  with a 0.1 sec lag. Likewise, the  u t r ic les  
can be considered as linear accelerometers with a first-order  lag at 
I .5 rad/sec . 
To further  prepare  the  reader  for  the subsequent discussions of the 
data, the  several  metrics  to  be used are defined below: 
yP 
YV Pilot  visual  describing  function 
Pilot equivalent visual describing f'unction; 
Yp=Yv+Ym 
Ym Motion feedback describing  f'unction;  includes 
l inear and angular feedbacks, washouts, and 
simulator dynamics, see Fig. 4 
%O Crossover frequency; I Y  P C  Y ( jcuc0) I = 1 
Phase  margin; 180 deg + 4 YpYc( ju.+o) 
" - 
pa$ Relative  correlated  error;" pa: = ef/e2, where ef 
is the mean-squar.r value of e components a t  input 
frequencies and e2 is the mean-square value of e 
pa: Relative correlated output;" pa: = cz/c2, where C i  2 
i s  the mean-square value of c components a t  input 
frequencies and i s  the mean-square value of c 
" - 
'These performance measures are given only for   the  one input data 
runs. 
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%a Power spectral  density of x 
" 
e2/d2  Normalized  mean-squared error" 
" 
ef/d2 Normalized  mean-squared error at input frequencies* 
</a2 Normalized mean-squared error at noninput frequencies; * 
" 
" """
%/a2 = e2/d2- = ( e2/d2) ( 1 - pa:) 
Mean absolute  error; * I e I = 1 /T f I e ldt 
- 
le1 
- 
Not a l l  of the above metrics wil be considered in each of the three 
subseqpent discussions. The reduction of the two-input data for  Yv and 
Ym and the power spectral  density computations were rather expensive and 
vere done fo r  only a few runs. 
B, MOTION EFFEC!PS 
To demonstrate the  basic  effects of the motion cues we will compare 
fixed-base results  with  the moving-base data  for J , = O  and minimum washouts 
( p   = p  =0.5 sec ). -1 
C P Y  
1 . Describing Function Data 
Motion effects on the  pilot  equivalent  visual  describing f'unction 
are shopm in Figs. 6- 8. Examination of these data shows: 
0 The simple crossover model  form  of Ref. 7 with 
a l l  i t s  ramifications on p i l o t  dynamic performance , 
adjustment rules , etc  ., holds for  these data. 
0 A reduction in pilot phase lag when motion cues are 
added, especially for the three highest frequencies. 
The phase change i s  roughly equivalent t o  a time 
delay  reduction of 0.1 - 0.2 sec. 
0 With less  phase lag, the p i lo t  can and does increase 
h i s  mid-frequency gain and crossover frequency. 
*These performance measures are given only for   the one input data runs. 
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O & = O  Runs 132,241 
A Fixed Base Runs 133 ,242 
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- 400 
0.1 "O o (rad/sec) 10.0 
Figure 6. Motion Effects  for Y, = & / s (  s + 10) 
a. Subject: c;B 
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o-Pz=o Runs 102315,3 
A Fixed Base Runs 102316,4 I 
L 1 
-400 
0.1 "O o (rad/sec) 
Figure 6 (Continued) 
b. Subject: RG 
@"- 
A 
10.0 
0.1 "O w (rad/sec) 
"I 
10.0 
Figure 6 (Concluded) 
c .  Subject: M J  
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O & = O  Runs 190,244 
A Fixed Base Runs 191,245 
# 
-400 
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w ( rad /sec) 10.0 
Figure 7. Motion Effects for Yc=Q/s(s+l) 
a. Subject: GB 
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Figure 7 (Continued) 
b.  Subject: RG 
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Figure 7 (Concluded) 
c. Subject: M J  
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Motion Effects for Y, =Kc/s 
a. Subject: GB 
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Figure 8 (Continued) 
b.  Subject: RG 
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Figure 8 (Concluded) 
a. Subject: MJ 
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0 The motion effects are somewhat different for the 
various subjects. In particular, the changes are 
somevhat less  f o r  Subject GB than the other two. 
This may be due t o  his background which i s  primarily 
in  multi-engine aircraft   with  their  slower responses 
and smaller motion cues. 
Crossover frequencies and phase margins were estimated from Figs. 6-8. 
The resul ts  are  summarized in Fig. 9." We see that with motion cues 
the crossover frequency i s  increased 0.5- 1.5 rad/sec. The changes 
are   less   for  Yc = Kc/s2 and less  f o r  Subject GB f o r  all controlled 
elements. The phase margin data show large reduction (20-40 deg) 
with motion for  &/s( s + lo ) ,  slight reductions ( 10 - 25 deg) for  
Kc/s( s + 1 ), and no change f o r  Q/s2.  Significant phase =gin reduc- 
t i ons  Irere not possible for Kc/s as the fixed-base values were already 
low ( 5 -  15 deg) . 
2 
The above discussed only the overall effects o f  motion vtthout any 
detai ls  on the mechanism by which the  pi lot   u t i l izes   the motion cues. 
The two-input data allows us t o  separate  the  visual and motion feedbacks 
f o r  the 1, = 0 cases. These data were obtained for Subjects Q3 and RG 
and controlled elements Kc/s(  s + 10) and Q/s2. The faired curves l&ich 
resul t  from the  data  reduction  procedure  detailed  in  the Appendix are 
shown in Figs. 10 and 11 . Also shown in these figures are the Y data 
f o r  the fixed-base runs. Since the fixed-base Yp i s  a visual feedback, 
comparison of those  data and the Yv data shows how the  pilot  adjusts 
his  visual feedback when motion cues are added. 
P 
From Figs. 10 and 1 1 ,  we see  that when motion cues are present, the 
visual feedback gain at low frequency i s  increased md less  lead is  
used in the visual path, i.e., the low frequency phase lags are greater. 
To the extent that the semicircular canals act as rate gyros,  th i s   resu l t  
might be expected. With the lead information supplied by the motion cues, 
the  pi lot  does not need t o  supply as much visual  lead  as he does fixed 
base. He can also increase his gain and achieve a higher crossover 
frequency  because 
"Phase margins 
his  effective time delay is  reduced. 
were estimated to   nearest  5 deg. 
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I Symbol Subject I - Flags - 
vc I 
GB None Kc& t 10) 
RG I K ~ / s ( s  + I) 
‘M J 2 Kc/s2 
I 
60 
40 
20 
20 40 60 
Figure 9 .  Motion Effects on Crossover F’requency and Phase Margin 
10.0 
Figure I O .  Visual and Motion Feedbacks for  Y c = K c / s ( s i - I O ) ,  4,=0 
a. Subject: GB 
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Figure 10 (Concluded) 
b.  Subject: RG 
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Figure 1 1 . Visual and Motion Feedbacks f o r  Y, = Kc/s2, a, = 0 
a. Subject: GB 
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The motion feedback describing f'unction, Ym, generally appears t o  
be a very low frequency first-order  lead and a time delay of roughly 
0.26 sec. Comparison of the visual and motion feedbacks shows a definite 
difference between the two controlled  elements. ' For Yc =Kc/s( s + 10) the 
magnitudes of Yv and Ym are  equal f o r  a frequency of 5 - 9 rad/sec. For 
the more difficult   task,  Yc =Kc/ s  , the magnitudes are equal at a fre- 
quency of roughly 2 rad/sec. Thus for the task recgxiring more pilot lead, 
the  relative  contribution of the motion feedback is  significantly  higher. 
2 
The data also provide important clues as t o  the origin of the 
motion feedback, whether it is  predominantly angular rate, linear accelera- 
tion, or a combination. Considering the  TO vestibular feedback paths, 
and recall ing  that   the measured Ym includes the simulator dynamics, Ym 
can be expressed as 
ym = (q) (*) (&)+ (T) (*) (e) 
The various terms in Eq. 13 are discussed below. 
The term (c&.,/cp) is the describing f'unction from the analog computer 
r o l l  angle, cp, t o  the simulator roll rate,  cps, see Fig. 2. It includes 
the r o l l  washout, Eq. 2, and the roll dynamics of the simulator, Eq. 7. 
The net describing function (c&/cp) i s  shopm i n  Fig. 12. Note tha t  for  
1 - 10 rad/sec  the amplitudes of ( +s/cp) and & have similar shapes but 
( r&/cp) has considerably less phase lag. The significance of t h i s  trill 
be discussed shortly. 
The next term in Eq. 13, (GsUb/bs), i s  the descr ibing Mction from 
simulator roll ra te  t o  the pilot 's  subjective r o l l  rate, 'psub. This term 
represents the dynamics of the semicircular canals. A s  detailed in 
Section V.A, the dynamics of the semicircular canals can be approximated 
by a first-order  lag or a time delay of 0.1 sec. 
The f ina l  term in the senitcircular canal feedback, (c/bsub), covers 
the pi lot  dynamics from subjective roll r a t e  t o  stick deflection. This 
T.Tould include any pilot  equalization  plus  transmission and neuromuscular 
lags. 
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Figure 12. Roll Response Characteristics 
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The first element i n  the utricular feedback, (ay/'p), i s  the describing 
function from the analog computer roll angle t o  the side acceleration (as 
measured by an accelerometer) a t   t he   p i lo t ' s  head. This response can be 
computed from Eq. 4 and the  simulator  characteristics of Eqs . 7 and 8. 
The results are sholm i n  Fig. 13. Three features of the response 
characteristics  are  particularly  signif  icant .
0 Although the side acceleration response f o r  t h i s  
case vas supposed t o  be low, simulated head position 
at the vehicle c.g., there is appreciable response at 
the higher frequencies. This is due t o  t h e  frequency 
response limitations of the  lateral   posit ion channel 
of the simulator; at the higher frequencies it is  
unable t o  offset the effects of the simulator angular 
acceleration about an axis approximately 1.5 f t  below 
the subject 's head. 
0 The  dynamic limitations of the lateral  posit ion channel 
a l so   resu l t   in  very abrupt changes i n  the amplitude 
and phase lrhich do not appear in the Ym data. 
0 The (%/cp) response has considerably more lead than 
the ( cpS/cp) response of Fig. 12. 
The next element in the utricular path represents the dynamics of 
the   u t r ic le   i t se l f ,  i. e., subjective acceleration/actual acceleration, 
( aysub /ay). A s  detailed i n  Section V .B, the sensor dynamics can be 
approximated by a first-order  lag  vith a break frequency of 1.5 rad/sec. 
Thus, the utricles,  viewed as accelerometers, have a much poorer fre- 
quency response than the semicircular canals, viewed as r a t e  gyros.  
A s  a result ,  much of the exbra lead in the utricular path, (%/cp) versus 
(&/cp), is l o s t  Ifhen the differences in sensor characteristics are 
included. 
The f i n a l  term i n  the  utricular  path, ( ./aysub), i s  the   p i lo t  
describing  function from subjective  acceleration  to  stick  deflection. 
This includes any pilot  equalization  plus  transmission and neuromuscular 
lags. 
Having considered the various elements in both of the motion feedback 
paths, we are now i n  a posi t ion  to  examine their  relative  contributions 
t o  the measured Ym's. The key item here i s  the abrupt variations in the 
m, = 0 
p+ = p,, = 0.5 sec" - 
b = O  
Figure 13. Lateral Acceleration Response Characteristics 
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amplitude and phase of the lateral  acceleration response, (ay/q).  If 
there were a significant  utricular  contribution t o   t h e  motion feedback, 
one would expect similar variations in the Ym data. Since there are 
none, it is  concluded that the utricular contribution is, a t  most, minor. 
This conclusion vi11 be further  justif ied by the  results  described in 
Section III.C, which show very l i t t l e   e f f e c t  f o r  rather  large changes 
in the l inear motion cues. Furthermore, the Ym data are matched very 
well by a simple model having only the  semicircular  canal  path. 
The l& data of Figs. 10 and 11 can be approximated by a pure lead 
and a time delay of 0.26 sec. By approximating the two knolm elements 
in t h i s  feedback, one can estimate the third element, i .e. ,  
or 
Thus, the pilot describing function from subjective roll r a t e   t o   s t i c k  
deflection i s  approximately a gain and a time delay of 0.06 sec. Since 
this  describing  function  includes  both  transmission and neuromuscular 
lags, 0.06 sec seems rather low. One possible explanation i s  that  the 
t o t a l   l a g  is actually somewhat larger  but  the  pilots have adopted a 
high frequ-ency lead to   pa r t i a l ly  compensate for the lag. 
2. Remnant Data 
%TO simple overall measures of remnant are  the  relative  correlated 
error, paz, and the relative correlated output, pa:. Data on both of 
these parameters are sholm i n  Fig. 14. Several features of this  data  
are interesting. 
c c 
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Figure 14. Motion Effects on Relative Correlated Error and Output 
0 Pae 2 i s  always higher fixed base than moving base 
0 p 2 is  generally lower fixed base than moving base 
0 With  one exception, Pa$ is greater than Pa$ 
aC 
However, these data " per  se shed l igh t  only on the smoothed-over effects 
of motion cues on p i lo t  remnant. To provide more detailed information 
 re will examine the power spectra of the  pilot 's  output. 
Remnant can be modeled as either noise injected a t  t he   p i lo t ' s  input, 
ne, or output, nc, see Fig. 15. If input frequencies are excluded, then 
the power spectra of the   p i lo t ' s  output i s  given by 
yP 2 
QCC = 
1 +YpYc 'nene 
The choice of  model forms is  somewhat arbitrary, see Ref. 7. Note tha t  
t o  match the measured spectra, ace, the two models are  related by 
Power spectra of the   p i lo t '  s output were measured for   the 12 runs 
l i s t ed  in  Table X .  These runs cover fixed and moving base, the  two 
n e  or "C d 
Figure 13. Remnant  Models 
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extremes i n  controlled element dynamics, two subjects, and two replications 
for  one subject. T ~ T O  examples of the spectra are shown in Fig. 16 ( cam- 
ponents a t  input frequencies have been removed). For 11 of the 12 runs, * 
it vas found that  over the frequency range for which good describing 
f'unction and spectral  data were available ( 1 - 10 rad/sec)  the power 
spectral  shape closely matched 1/ [ 1 + yPYc 12. This indicates  that  the 
remnant can be viewed as a f l a t  spectra frm 1 - 1 0  rad/sec injected a t  
t he  p i lo t ' s  output. Furthermore, beyond 10 rad/sec IY Y I c< 1 so that  
the spectra Qcc and Qncnc are nearly equal. A l l  the data then indicate 
a (PnCnc spectra which is  f la t  out t o  roughly 20 rad/sec. The only 
effect  of changes in controlled element or motion cues was t o  change 
the magnitude of Qncnc. 
P C  
*The twelfth run ( Yc = G / s (  s + lo),  a, = 0, Subject: M) did  not have the 
peak in the spectra corresponding t o   t h e  closed-loop dominant mode. No 
explanation  for  this phenomenon is known. 
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The effects of motion cues on the open-loop remnant a re   l i s ted  i n  
Table X .  In one case there vas no change but in the others the moving- 
base remnant was a factor of 2 or more greater than the fixed-base 
values. 
mu. x 
MOTION EFFECTS ON REMNANT 
* Data questionable because of missing peak i n  DCc a t  dominant 
closed-loop mode. 
It should be noted that   the  above resul ts  do not agree with the 
data of R e f .  7 or the  Ref. 8 analysis of the Ref. 9 data. Those 
reports presented remnant data fo r  fixed-base tracking for a variety 
of controlled elements and input bandwidths. They concluded that  the 
highest degree of similari ty in the remnant data existed for the 
remnant injected at the pilot 's  input,  ne. The results reported here 
show the  greatest  similarity  for remnant injected at the  pilot 's   output.  
No explanation for this apparent discrepancy is  currently available. 
3. Performance Data 
The effects of motion on performance will be discussed in terms of 
the normalized mean-square error, e2/d2. However, t o  provide a closer 
"
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t i e  t o  the  describing f'unction and remnant results,  e2/d2 will be 
divided i n t o  two components. One component,  ei/d , includes only 
the error cumponents at input frequencies. The remaining component, 
en/d 2 2  , i s  tha t  due t o  remnant.  Data on motion effects on the two 
components and the total  are shown in Fig. 17. The most significant 
featmes of these results are: 
" 
"
2 2  
"
" 
ei/d i s  much less  with motion than fixed base; 
ratio of moving/fixed base  values is  0 27-  0.52. 
This is cmpatible with the observed increases in 
crossover  frequency  discussed  earlier. 
ez/d2 i s  reduced with motion, ratio of 0.40 - 0.98 , 
but the ercentage reduction is  always less than 
for  q$. Any increases in the injected remnant 
are  apparently more than compensated for  by the 
increased crossover frequency. 
Total error, e2/d2, is considerably reduced by the 
addition of motion cues, ratio of 0.32-0.51. 
2 2  
" 
"
"" For  each of the  three  subjects, motion effects on 
e?/d2, e2/d2, and- e2/d2 were greater for Yc = Kc/s2 
t&an  for%c =Kc/ s (  s I- I O ) .  
C EFFECTS OF VARIATIWS 3N LINEAR MiOTIONB 
For a given controlled element, the  l inear motion cues could be 
varied independently of the angular cues by changing the parameters 
in the posit ion washout and equalization circuits, see Fig. 2. A 
number of these  variations were tested for controlled elements 
Yc = Kc/s( s + 10) and Yc = Kc/s . The parameters which were varied 
were Rz, %, and b, Eq. 6. The resulting change in the describing 
function  for roll angle to   la teral   accelerat ion at p i lo t ' s  head i s  
sholm in Fig. 18. The  main point of Fig. 18 i s  that rather large 
variations in  the linear cues were tested. Yet, as we will. see, the 
variations did not produce any significant changes i n  the  tracking data. 
2 
There was, hovever, an effect on the pilots'  subjective impressions 
of the simulation. For those parameter combinations which produced 
higher  lateral  accelerations  there were p i lo t  complaints of a tendency 
toward disorientation. The  comments of Subject Gc: re lat ive t o  
disorientation are listed in Table X I .  
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Figure 17. Motion Effects on Performance 
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Figure 17 (Continued) 
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2 2  
b. en/d 
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Figure 18. Effects of Parameter Variations on Lateral Acceleration Response 
a.  a, Variations 
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b. p Variations for A Z = O  
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TABLE X I  
PILOT COMMENTS ON DISORIENTATION 
STJBJEICT: GC p = 0.3 sec-1 cp b = O  
pY PILOT COMMENT 
(sec-1) 
I ' m  having a very slight tendency 
l a t e r a l  feedback here. 
Must have added incentive t o  keep 
the  errors small - t o  keep the  large 
highest rates, gives some feeling of 
disorientation. 
Fairly  distracting and somewhat dis- 
simulation. 
S t i l l  definitely  disturbing and some- 
speak. 
0 -5 toward disorientation from the 
0 *5 head motion which, a t   the   largest  or 
1 orienting motion involved in this 
1 pihat disorienting, nauseating, so t o  
2 Disorienting 
2 ... there 's  a feeling of disorientation 
Overall pilot describing functions, 5, were computed f o r  30 runs in 
which the  linear  acceleration cues were varied from those of the J,=O 
runs considered earlier in Section 1 I I . B .  None of these data showed any 
significant effects of the changes i n  the l inear cues. Because of the 
negative results only a small sample of that   data i s  presented here in 
Fig. 19. 
The separated  visual and motion describing  fbnctions were computed 
for 15 tvo-input runs i n  which a, tms 3.5 f t  . Figure 20 compares these 
resul ts  with the J,=O data discussed earlier. The phase data show no 
discernible effects of the J, variation but there are some differences 
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Figure 19. Effects of Parameter Variations on Overall Describing Function 
a.  4, Variations 
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b. p Variations for a, = 0 
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c. py Variation f o r  1, = 3.5 ft 
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Figure 20. Effects of a, on Visual and Motion Feedbacks 
a. Y , = K c / s ( s + l O ) ,  Subject: GB 
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Figure 20 (Continued) 
c. Yc = Kc/s2, Subject: GB 
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d. Yc =Kc/s2,  Subject: RG 
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in the magnitudes. I n  three cases the Yv and Ym magnitudes f o r  R,=3.5 ft 
are generally larger than for &=O,  while in the fourth case the situation 
i s  reversed. An increase in the computed magnitude of yV resu l t s   in  an 
increase  in  the computed magnitude of Ym because they  differ in phase by 
roughly 100 - 150 deg and the i r  sum, Yp, is the same fo r  R, = 0 or 3.5 f t  
(recall  Fig.  lga) .  Since the amplitude differences due t o  R, are not 
completely consistent, the differences shown in  Fig.  20 may be more an 
indication of the accuracy of the trm-input data reduction than of an 
R, effect.  This interpretation i s  supported by the lack of definite R, 
effects on any of the  other  metrics. 
The effects of changing the  linear motion cues on tracking performance 
were also checked. Since the e2/d2 data are available only for those runs 
which were processed on the   d ig i ta l  computer (a fraction of t he   t o t a l  
experimental runs), the comparison was made using the on-line performance 
"
measure, mean-absolute error, le 1 .  This parameter is available for  a l l  
runs. The data are shown in Fig. 21 . No definite effect  of changing 
either a, or  py can be discerned. However, there may be a smal l  improve- 
ment in  performance f o r  b # 0. Yet, the Y describing f'mction data f o r  
the two runs with b = 10 ft /sec Iihich were analyzed show minor, if  any, 
differences from b=O runs (data f o r  one of these runs i s  given in 
Fig. 19d). The slight performance change may actually be a training 
effect  since  the b # O  runs were only made af te r  all replications with 
the other configurations indicated in Fig. 21 . 
P 
D. EZ'FEXTs OF ROLL WASHOUT 
Variations i n  the r o l l  washout ~%i.ll, of comse, a l ter   the   rotary 
motion cues seen by the pilot .  However, they a l so  change the linear 
acceleration cues because the  pi lot  is not on the r o l l  axis of the 
sjmulator. The net effects on both the rotational and l inear  motion 
cues are sholm in Fig. 22. With increasing p the amplitude of the 
r o l l  response at the lower frequencies i s  decreased and the phase lead 
is  increased. The reduced amplitude should degrade the pi lot ' s  u6e 
of t h i s  cue but the increased lead is  helpf'ul. The variations in the 
l inear cues are  large  but from the results discussed in the previous 
subsection, we would expect them t o  have l i t t l e   e f f e c t .  
9' 
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b . Lateral Acceleration 
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Overall pilot describing f'unction, Yp, data was obtained only for 
Subject RG. The results are shown i n  Fig. 23.  There appears t o  be a 
very slight reduction in gain, and therefore crossover fremency, for 
p = 2 sec . -1 
cp 
The performance data a l so  shows rather small changes due t o  p 
variations, see Fig. 24, but a definite difference in the effects on 
the  three  subjects. 
cp 
GB's performance is  not affected by p cp 
RG' s performance is degraded when p is  
increased t o  2 sec-' (which correlates 
with the Yp data) 
MJ' s performance i s  degraded when pcp i s  
increased t o  1 sec-1 but does not get any 
worse for  2 sec-1 
GB's relative  insensitivity t o  the roll washout correlates with the 
results of Section 1II.B which showed that  the  basic  effects of the 
motion cues on his  performance (qo and e2/d2) were less than f o r  the 
other two subjects. This may well be due t o  the subject's different 
backgrounds; G B ' s  f l ight  experience i s  s t r i c t ly   i n  multi-engine air- 
craft, while R G ' s  and MJ's i s  primarily in fighters. One might expect 
motion cues t o  be more important in a highly maneuverable fighter  than 
in a large, sluggish aircraft. 
"
0.1 
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SECTION IV 
CORB3LATION WITH PREVIOUS DATA 
A. DESCRIBING FUNCTION RESULTS 
The previous experiments i n  which pilot describing functions are 
compared fo r  fixed-base and moving-base (or f l igh t )  a re  summarized i n  
Table X I I .  In a l l  cases the describing functions were measured from the 
displayed error to the pilot 's  control output.  This corresponds t o  t h e  
Yp data  presented  here. 
Some of the camments i n  Table X I 1  r e f e r   t o  command or disturbance 
inputs. Figure 25 i l lus t ra tes  the  d is t inc t ion  between the two fo r  a com- 
pensatory display. With a command input, the visual system senses only 
the difference between the input and the vehicle motion, while the ves- 
t i b u l a  system senses the actual vehicle motion. Thus there i s  a conflict 
between the two modalities. With a disturbance input, both the visual and 
vestibular systems sense the vehicle motions. 
For one reason or another, the results of the f irst  four references 
l i s t e d   i n  Table X I 1  are inconclusive when attention i s  centered on motion 
effects.  The resu l t s  of Ref. 3 demonstrate the important difference 
between a command and a disturbance input. With a command input and a 
compensatory display, the in-flight describing functions were approximately 
the same as those for fixed-base. With the conflict between the visual 
and vestibular sensations, the pilots apparently ignored the motion cues. 
With the disturbance input there were def ini te  changes in  the describing 
functions, gain was increased, crossover frequency was higher, and the 
high frequency lags were less. Unfortunately, the differences cannot be 
conclusively attributed to motion cues alone, as there was also a differ-  
ence i n  the display. For the  ground and f l i g h t  t e s t s  with the cmand 
input, the pilots tracked using an a r t i f i c i a l  horizon (conventional at t i-  
tude ba l l ) .  For t he  f l i gh t  t e s t s  with the disturbance input, the pilots 
tracked using the natural horizon. While the resul ts  cannot be conclu- 
s ive ly   a t t r ibu ted   to  motion cues, the differences are quite similar t o   t h e  
motion effects obtained in Refs. 2 and 4, and the experiment described here. 
TABLE X I 1  
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS DESCRIBING FUNCTION DATA - 
REF. 
10 
11 
- 
12 
- 
13 
MOVING-BASE DEVICE 
Princeton Navion 
NASA  TV-2 
A i r  Force 
Variable-Stability 
T-33 
MIT NE-2 Motion 
Simulator 
MIT NE-2 Motion 
Simulator 
Air Force 
Variable-Stability 
T-33 
MIT NE-2 Motion 
Simulator 
GENERAL  RESULTS 
Flight T ' S  higher than ground by 0.1- 
0.2 sec .  P i lo t ' s  longi tudina l  ga in  in  
f l i g h t  approximately 1 /2 ground value. 
Inconclusive. Amplitude and phase 
differences were inconsistent. 
Only conclusive difference was lower gain 
on ground for frequencies less than 
approximately 0.3 rad/sec. 
Moving-base gains lower and lags  la rger  
than fixed-base. 
1 .  For rotat ion about ver t ical  axis ,  T 
reduced 0.1 sec relative to fixed-base.  
2. For rotat ion about horizontal axis, T 
reduced 0.2 sec and crossover fre- 
quency doubled r e l a t i v e   t o  fixed-base , 
1 .  S m a l l  differences between ground and 
f l ight   with command input. 
2. Flight with disturbance input had sig- 
nificantly higher crossover frequencies 
and less high frequency phase lag.  
Describing functions and performance 
measures given f o r  40 controlled elements. 
Generally, the addition of motion sig- 
nificantly increased the pilot  gain,  
reduced high frequency phase lags, and 
improved performance . 
REMARKS 
Results not generally pertinent to 
motion cue e f fec ts  because of: 
1 . Command input 
2. Different  subjects  for  in-f l ight  
3. Considerable distractions during 
and ground data  
i n - f l i g h t   t e s t s  
Data reduction  inaccurate. Used error  
rather than input, cross spectra. 
Considerable v a r i a b i l i t y   i n   t h e   f l i g h t  
data.  
Author a t t r ibu tes  d i f fe rences  to  a com 
bination of "simulator nonlinearities, 
a poobly-marked and l e s s   s ens i t i ve  
moving-base display grid,  and perhaps 
vestibular confusion and insens i t iv i ty  
t o  very s m a l l  deflections.  " 
Controlled-element gain for rotation 
about horizontal  was twice t h a t   f o r  
ro ta t ion  about ver t ica l  ax is .  Fixed- 
base data were not taken with higher 
gain.  Result 2 assumes no s ignif icant  
e f f ec t s  of gain increase. 
For f l ight  tes ts ,  inst ruments  ( g y r o  
horizon) were used t o   t r a c k  command 
input, but natural horizon was used 
for disturbance input.  
Motion was roll about a horizontal  
axis with subject 's head nearly on the 
axis .  
Disturbance 
Input 
Command 
Input 
Y Display 
Visual 
System 
Vestibular 
System 
- ". 
I "  
Figure 25. Loop Structure for Compensatory Display 
Reference 2 has describing function data for three  test   conditions 
with Y, = Kc/s:  fixed-base, rotation about a ver t ica l  axis, and rotation 
about a horizontal ( r o l l )  axis. In all three cases, the pilot 's amplitude 
r a t i o  i s  nearly constant over the frequency range of the data presented, 
0.3-5 rad/sec, and the phase i s  very closely approximated by a time delay, 
T, with i t s  transfer  characterist ic,  e . The crossover  frequencies  for 
the three cases were  2.7,  2.7,  and 5 rad/sec. The time delays were 0.2, 
0.1, and 0 sec. While the fixed-to-moving-base differences are similar 
to those reported here, the crossover frequencies are appreciably higher 
and the phase lags are appreciably less. The crossover frequency and 
phase lag differences between the two experiments may be due t o   d i f f e r -  
ences i n  subjects, manipulator dpamics, and input chasacteristics. The 
Ref. 2 tests used a much broader bandwTdth input and the Ref. 4 resu l t s  
showed some reduction in phase lag as input bandwidth i s  increased. 
" T S  
Reference 4 presents data f o r  a wide range of controlled elements 
with (and without) one set  of motion cue characterist ics,  whereas the 
present experiments treated fewer controlled elements but varied the 
motion cue characterist ics.  Consequently, the two experiments complement 
each other quite nicely i f  the fundamental resu l t s  on motion effects  
agree. Three of the R e f .  4 controlled elements are  similar t o  those 
used  here. They are 
Kc I s  KC -0.1s - e K c  ,*.Is 
S 
-’ s ( s + l )  9 2  S 
In the Ref 4 tests several different controlled element gains were used 
fo r  each of the above dynamics, PThile in  the present  experiments the   p i lo t s  
selected what t h e y  f e l t  was an optimum gain. In the following comparisons, 
only  the Ref ~ 4 data  for  the  gain which gave the  best  performance will be 
considered. 
A comparison of crossover frequencies i s  sholm i n  Fig. 26. The cross- 
over frequencies of Ref. 4 are generally appreciably higher; however, the 
increments due t o  motion cues are about the  same i n  both tests.  A com- 
parison of the describing function data shows t h a t   t h e  major difference 
in  the  tvo  t e s t s  i s  the lower phase lags measured i n  Ref. 4. This cor- 
re la tes  with the higher crossover frequencies. 
A detailed comparison between the phase measurement from the  two t e s t s  
i s  d i f f i cu l t  because the two se ts  of data show somewhat different phase 
vmiations with frequency. For example, the Ref. 4 moving-base resu l t s  
fo r  Yc = (K,/s)e show less phase l a g  at the  highest  frequency  data 
point (7.7 rad/sec) than at the previous point (4.3 rad/sec). Perhaps 
the most meaningful comparison between the two experiments, r e l a t i v e   t o  
motion effects, i s  the change i n  phase l a g  at the highest frequency data 
point of Ref. 4. The resu l t s  f o r  both Ref. 4 and the present  tes t  
(based on frequency interpolation of the data in Figs.  6-8) a r e   l i s t e d   i n  
Table X I I I .  Note the considerably greater phase difference for the present 
data. 
Comparison of Ref. 4 and our data has shopm some discrepancies in the 
de ta i l s  and quantitative results;  however, the gross effects of motion cues 
are the same fo r  both. Considering the many differences in experimental 
conditions, the discrepancies should not be too surprising. Perhaps the 
most significant  difference  in  the two t e s t s  was the background of the 
subjects. The Ref. 4 subjects ( 5  undergraduate  students, 1 graduate 
student, and 1 housewife) were considerably younger than ours. In  addi- 
t ion,  f ive of the Ref. 4 subjects were nonpilots and the other two were 
pr ivate  pi lots ;  on the other hand, our subjects were all seasoned profes- 
s iona l   p i lo t  s. 
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Figure 26. Comparison of Crossover Frequencies with Ref. 4 Data 
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TABLE X I 1 1  
COMPARISON OF PHASE LAGS W I T H  REF. 4 
s 
[ (4yp  )Moving  Base (%?)Fixed Base (deg 1 = 7.7 rad/sec 
YC REF. 4 PF33E3T TEST 
RANGE AVERAGE 
(K,/s)e4" or 
Kc/s (s + 10) 
Kc e 
?7 30 37-74 
-0.1s 
s(s + 1) 37 64 39-78 
or Kc/s( s + 1 ) 
-0.1s 
(KC/S2), 41 * 
31 ** 4-3-81 62 or K , / s ~  
J 
* Kc for best fixed-base performance. 
Kc for  best  moving-base performance, ** 
That the background of the subjects can ser iously affect  the resul ts  
was demonstrated i n  Ref. 14. This report describes another experiment on 
motion cue effects using the MIT NE-2 Motion Simulator. The task was roll 
angle and la teral  posi t ion control  of a hovering helicopter. The most 
interest ing  resul t  of that t e s t  vas  that  two experienced helicopter pilots 
couldn't control the simulator fixed-base, but could moving-base; yet two 
of three nonpilot subjects did better fixed-base than moving-base. The 
author concluded, "For inexperienced subjects, the motion cue i s  effectively 
a disturbance.. . The experienced operator, however, depends strongly upon 
the motion  cue.. . '' . 
B. PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
comparing performance data from various experiments can be more diffi- 
cult than comparing describing function data, as the results are more sen- 
sitive to input characteristics. Nevertheless, the previous data on motion 
effects  on tracking performance IKXL be reviewed below. The major emphasis 
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trill be on the general trends of motion cue effects rather than on the 
exact numerical results. 
A pitch tracking task was used i n  Ref. 15. A cormnand input and a 
pursuit display were used. With the pursuit  display the pilot  had both 
visual  and vestibular feedbacks of the vehicle motion so that the discrep- 
ancy present l ~ t h  a campensatory display and command input should not have 
been a problem. The controlled element dynamics were 
The ef fec ts  of motion cues on performance are sholm i n  Fig. 27. 
Note tha t  fo r  good (smU error) configurations the motion cues did 
not improve the performance. This may have been due t o  t h e  motions being 
below the threshold of the semicircular canals; the input was only 0.6 deg 
rms. For the more diff icul t  control led elements there i s  a substantial  
improvement due t o  t h e  motion cues. It i s  also Clem from Fig. 27 t ha t  
the  controllability  boundaries would be broader with motion than without. 
Performance data were a l s o  talken in   t he  Ref. 2 experiments described 
"
ear l ie r .  For Y, = Kc/s, the e2/d2 were 
0.075 f ixed-base 
0 0.030 moving base, rotat ion about ve r t i ca l  axis 
0 0.044 moving base, rotation about horizontal axis 
25,wC = 4 rad(sec 
\ 
\ "3 3 
\ " 2  d2 
\ \ 
d2 2 i -  
- 
e2 - Pitch Chair 
C" Fixed Base 
- -   
' 
-\ wc = 6 rad /sec 
I I 0 -  
-10 0 IO 0 2 4 
I J 
w E (rad /sec2 25, wc (rad/sec) 
Figure 2'7. Performance Data from Ref. 13 
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This gives a r a t i o  of moving/fixed-base performance of 0.67 or 0.59. 
This i s  i n  fair agreement with our r a t i o  of 0.48-0.58 for  Yc = K c / s ( s  + IO); 
see Fig. l7c. 
Reference 2 also gives perfoMnance data for  control of an unstable 
controlled element, 
Yc = 
s 2  - wc 2 
For t h i s   t e s t   t h e r e  was no input and the moving-base case was rotation 
about a horizontal axis. The resul ts  are  shown i n  Fig. 28. As before, 
motion cues me  very  helpful  for  the more difficult   controlled elements 
(larger wets) and increase the controllabil i ty l imit .  The lack of improve- 
ment with motion for  the smaUer w c * s  i s  surprising, for i f  we extrapolate 
the curve of Fig. 28, we would conclude tha t  motion cues are not helpful 
for Yc = Kc/s2. On the contrary, both the Ref. 4 data and ours show tha t  
motion cues do substantially improve performance for  Yc = Kc/s2. The 
explanation may well be the same as tha t  suggested for   the  Ref. 15 results,  
the motions were below the semicircular canal thresholds. 
A s  noted ear l ier ,  40 controlled elements were t e s t ed   i n  Ref. 4 and 
performance data were given f o r  a l l  40. However, the subjects were not 
allowed to   s e l ec t   t he  optimum gain and the data   for  
e 4 . 1 s  Yc = 
s ( s  +a) 
Fixed 
L 4  Base 
I 
v 
r z : I I I I I  
'0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
wc ( rad /set) 
Figure 28. Performance Data from R e f .  2 
show a strong effect of gain, Kc, on performance. Consequently, f o r  much 
of the data it i s  impossible t o  separate the effects of controlled element 
Qnamics and gain. We will, therefore ,  res t r ic t  our review t o  dynamics of 
the form given by Eq.. 22 and f o r  which enough gains were t e s t e d   t o   a t   l e a s t  
approximate the optimum.  The performanee data for the best gains are 
shown i n  Table XIV.  
WILE xrv 
PERFORMANCE DATA FROM XEF. 4 
4 * 5  
0 
1 
5 
oot 
0.88 
0.81" 
1.09"" 
0.40" 
0.50"" 
0.29 
0.21 
" 
2 2  
( e  'Moving  Base 
0.47 
0 35* 
0.44"" 
0.32" 
0.30"" 
0.19 
0.12 
~ 
( e2/d2)Movine.  Base 
" 
( z p ) F j x e d  Base 
0.53 
0.68" 
0.40"" 
0.80" 
0.60"" 
0.66 
0.57 
-E Best gain for   f ixed base. 
Best gain f o r  moving base. ** 
tYc = (K,/s)e 4 .1 s  
The data of Table X I V  show no clear   t rend  in  motion effects  as a func- 
t i o n  Of "a" as opposed t o  o m  results, Fig. 1 7 ~ .  Furthermore, a comparison 
of Table X I V  and Fig. l7c shows several  interesting results:  
0 For Ye 2 Kc/s, both the fixed- and moving-base per- 
formances are nearly identical. for the two t e s t s .  
0 For Yc 2 K c / s (  s + 1 ), our subjects did somewhat be t te r  
fixed base than the Ref. 4 subjects, and considerably 
be t te r  moving base. Our data show a larger  effect  of 
motion  cues . 
0 For Yc 2 Kc/s2, OUT subjects did better both fixed 
and moving base than the Ref. 4 subjects, and our 
data show a larger   effect  of motion cues. 
In l i g h t  of the differences in the describing function results of Ref. 4 
and the present experiment, the general lack of quantitative agreement i n  
the performance data i s  not surprising. 
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SECTION V 
PILOT MODEL 
This section  presents an i n i t i a l  hy-pothesis for  a  multimodality  pilot 
model, i.e., an approximate mathematical description of pilot control 
behavior when uti l izing both visual and motion cues. Because there are 
many gaps in  the  currently  available experimental data, certain portions 
of the model can be only vaguely defined. Future experiments may provide 
the basis for subsequent refinements and modifications. lh the meantime, 
this model i s  meant t o  serve as a working hypothesis. 
The primary motion-sensing mechanisms in a normal human are  the 
vestibular organs -the  semicircular  canals and the  utricles (Ref. 1 ) , 
The semicircular  cmals respond t o  angular and the  utricles t o  linear 
accelerations of the head. There are three essentially orthogonal canals 
on each side of the head, so that angular accelerations vith any direction 
can conceivably be sensed. The  two utricles, on the other hand, are 
approxiraately coplanar and thus respond only t o  a component of the   to ta l  
linear acceleration. 
The basic  structure of the multimodality pi lot  model consists of 
three  parallel,  noninteracting feedback paths via the visual. system, 
the semicircular canals, and the utricles.  It is recognized that the 
three noninteracting feedback paths are a gross simplification. hter- 
actions between the  visual and vestibular systems occur at several 
levels. For instance, at one level are the compensatory eye motions 
produced by the  vestibular system Then the head is  moved vktile, a t  
another level, are the illusions and disorientations resulting from 
conflicting visual and vestibular sensations. However, for our present 
purposes the  simplified model is  adewate. 
Characteristics of the visual path are well knolm. A quasi-linear 
model for control  tasks  involving  only  visual cues i s  described in detaTl 
i n  Ref. 16. This description includes a describing function model form 
and adjustment rules for selecting the variable parameters. Possible 
modifications of the  visual  path due to   t he  presence of motion cues TU 
be discussed la ter .  
The characterist ics of the  two motion feedback paths are discussed 
in Subsections A and B. This is  followed, in Subsection C ,  by a dis- 
cussion on the integration of the three feedbacks. The final subsection, 
D, deals with moving-base simulator requirements. The implications of 
t he  multimodality p i l o t  model, as w e l l  as other factors, are considered. 
A .  CHARACTERISTICS OF TBE SEMTCIRCUItAR CANAL PATE 
While the semicircular canals'are basically responsive t o  an@ar 
accelerations,  their  dynamic characterist ics are such tha t  over the  
range of frequencies normally used in manual control  they can be con- 
sidered as rate gyros which provide the pilot with a subjective  bpres- 
sion of angular velocity. The model for the semicircular canal path 
can be represented by the  elements shown in Fig.  29. The sensor i s  
comprised of the semicircular canals which provide the subjective.mgular 
velocity. A s  i n  the case of visual  feedback it is  assumed tha t  t he  p i lo t  
Actual I Subjective , pilot's 
Angular output " Angular 
Velocity Sensor - Velocity - - Log - Equalization. 
4 3 'I B 
Figure 29. Elements of the Semicircular Canal Path 
can provide some equalization on the sensed quantity. The f i n a l  
element shown in Fig. 29 i s  a lag  which includes the net effects of 
any central processing, transmission, and neuromuscular lags. Portions 
of t h i s  lag a r e   c m o n   t o   a l l   t h r e e  feedback paths. The characterist ics 
of each of the  three elements in   Fig.  29 will now be discussed. 
A great  deal of research has been done on the  sensory  characteristics 
of the semicircular canals. A thorough sumrnary of t h i s  work i s  given i n  
Ref. 1 .  A model  of semicircular canal dynamics which i s  par t icular ly  
convenient for application to control system analyses i s  that shown i n  
Fig. 3. Numerous experiments have demonstrated tha t  the  numerical values 
f o r  the parameters in Fig. 30 have considerable intersubject variability 
and are a function of the  axis of rotation (Ref. 1 ) .  Many of these 
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Figure 3. Semicircular Canal Dynamics 
experiments have dealt with the larger time constant, T I .  From th is  
work the estimated values f o r  pilots are (Ref. 1 ) :  
6.5 sec f o r  roll 
5.3 sec f o r  pitch 
8 .O sec f o r  yaw 
Data for the shorter time constant, Tg, are much  more limited. The 
best estimate i s  (Ref. 1 ) : 
T2 0.1 sec f o r  any axis  (24) 
Thus, the linear element i n  Fig. 30 acts like a bandpass f i l t e r  with 
lowfrequency  cutoff a t  0.123 -0.15  rad/sec and high frequency cutoff 
at 10 rad/sec, and vith  nearly  unity  gain over the frequency range 
0.3-5 rad/sec. Over this  range the semicircular canals function as 
a rate sensor. 
Numerical values fo r  the threshold shown i n  Fig. 30 are based on 
e-xperiments t o  determine the minimum detectable constant angular 
acceleration or  step velocity change. For a step acceleration input 
of magnitude a, the output of the  linear element i n  Fig. 30 would be 
- ( T l > T d e  - - W 1  " (TI -T2)e ] T2. -t/T2 
The steady-state response is then T l a .  The  minimum detectable angular 
acceleration, kn, is  then  related  to  the  threshold by 
Using the  values from Ref.  2, i .e. ,  
0.3 deg/sec2 for  r o l l  or pitch 
0.14 deg/sec2 for yaw 
(26) 
and the time constants from Eq. 23, the threshold i s  estimated t o  be 
3.2 deg/sec for roll 
2.6 deg/sec for  pitch 
1 . I  deg/sec for yaw 
A s  a matter of interest, these thresholds are an order of magnitude 
greater than those which would be specified  for  f l ight  control system 
r a t e  gyros.  
The above expression can also be used t o  approximate the latency 
time (time t o  detect an input acceleration), TL, by 
Equation 28 has been shown t o  match measured latency times quite 
accurately, e .g., R e f .  2. 
Values f o r  the threshold can also be estimaked from the m i n i m u m  
detectable step change in velocity. For a step velocity change of 
magnitude, a, the output of the l inear  element of Fig. 30 i s  
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The maximum value of the output is  easily shown (using TI >> T2) t o  be 
approximately w. Therefore the threshold, 9, is  a l so  approximately 
equal t o  the minimum detectable step velocity change. Threshold 
estiraates obtained in   th i s  manner are in rough agreement with those 
given in  Eq. 27, although there i s  considerable intersubject variability. 
(See Ref. 1 fo r  a more complete discussion of this subject.) 
In  most cases of manual vehicular control, the motions are considerably 
above the  thresholds noted above and the primary concern is  i n  the  fre- 
quency range of 1 -5 rad/sec. Then the sensor dynamics for the semicircular 
canal  path  are  adequately approximated by' 
subjective  angular  velocity 
actual angular velocity 
The other two elements in the semicircular canal path are equalization 
and lag. Unfortunately, there are no direct data on these two and there 
is  only a limited amount of inferential data. Some of the data of Ref. 4 
indicate that relatively large lead equalization (roughly 1 sec) is possible. 
Whether or not  the  pilot can generate lead equalization as large as that 
measured f o r  visual tracking is  unlmo~m. I n  fact, the mechanism f o r  
generating lead in visual tasks i s  s t i l l  not completely understood. Until 
more concrete data can be obtained, it trill be hypothesized that  the  lead 
in the  semicircular  path can be as large  as  that used in  the  visual  path. 
It i s  also theoretically  possible f o r  the  pilot  t o  use lag equalization 
in the semicircular path. However, the primary function of the path 
appears t o  be t o  supply lead equalization. I n  none of the cases con- 
sidered t o  date has lag equalization been desirable. Therefore, it is  
assumed that  the  semicircular  canal  equalization is  of the form K 1 ( T 3 s + 1 ) .  
A s  indicated above, there  are no direct  data on the  lag element. 
However, the motion feedback describing function (Ym) data presented i n  
Section I11 provide some clues. A s  discussed there, the data indicate 
a net time delay 0.06 sec due t o  the equalization and l ag  elements. 
Since  this  delay is  so small relative  to  those  usually measured in the 
visual path, it would appear that   the  actual lag is larger than 0.06 sec 
but vas par t ia l ly  of fse t  by a high frequency lead equalization. The 
lead time constant could not be appreciably greater than roughly 0.1 sec 
without producing a noticeable effect on the amplitude data. Consequently, 
a reasonable estimate f o r  the lag element appears t o  be a time delay of 
roughly 0.2 sec. 
Combining the above gives the model for  the  semicircular  canal  path 
shown in  Fig.  31 . 
Angular 
Velocify 
____jc 
6.5 sec for roll 
5.3 sec for pitch 
8.0 sec for yaw 
T2 0.1 sec 
3.2 deg/sec for roll K I  adjustable 
I .I  deg/sec for yaw T~ 5 0.2 sec 
2.6 deg/sec for pitch T3 adjustable 
Figure 31. Model for Semicircular Canal Path 
B. CHARACTERISTICS OF TAW UTRI- PATH 
The model f o r  the  utricular  path  consists of three elements similar 
t o  those used for the semicircular path-sensor, equalization, and lag.  
While l e s s  data is  available on the sensor dynamics of the  u t r ic les ,  it 
i s  widely accepted that  they  are  sensit ive t o  l inear  accelerations  in 
the plane of the utr icular  maculae. This plane i s  inclined front end 
upward approximately 30 deg from the  horizontal  in  the  upright head. 
It should be noted that,   l ike conventional accelerometers, the 
utr ic les  do not respond t o  inertial  accelerations  but t o  the   to ta l  
applied force. For example, on the ground the utricles respond t o  
t i l t ing   the  head relative  to  the  gravity  vector  just  as an accelero- 
meter attached t o  the head would. For simplicity, the inputs t o  the 
utricles prill hereafter be referred t o  as accelerations. However, the 
reader should remember that t h i s  means the  accelerations which would be 
sensed by an 
The most 
i n  Ref. 17. 
the form 
accelerometer. 
recent data on utricular sensory dynamics is that  given 
That report suggests a model for  the sensory dynamics of 
subjective acceleration 
actual  acceleration (T5S + 1) (T6S  + 1 )  ' 
where T4 A 13 sec 
T5 A 5.2 sec 
T6 A 0.67 SeC 
Over the frequency range of interest   in  most vehicular-control  situations 
Eq. 30 can be adequately approximated by 
subjective  acceleration . 1 
actual  acceleration ~ T6S + 1 
The utricular threshold is  so small, on the order of 0.01g or less,   that  
it trill have a  negligible  effect  in most vehicular  control  situations. 
There are  also  very few data on latency times but Ref. 2 does show 
latency times on the order of 1 sec for accelerations of 0.lg. 
Information on the equalization and lag elements i s  limi-ted to   the  
Ref. 18 analysis of  some of the data from Ref. 2. The results for the 
one case involving a utricular feedback indicated  the presence of a 
f irst-order lead at  3 rad/sec and a time delay of 0.3 sec. The lead 
is identified as pilot   equalization and the time delay as the  low 
frequency approximation t o   t h e  dynamics of the  lag  element. This 
analysis provides some evidence t o  support the inclusion of p i l o t  
adjustable lead in the utricular path.  However, there are no data 
on the adjustable range of the  lead or the  possibi l i ty  of lag equali- 
zation. The possible desirabil i ty of lag equalization cannot be ruled 
out because of the  extremely wide range of acceleration numerator zeros 
which can occur i n  vehicle transfer functions. These zeros are strong 
f'unctions of the  vehicle   s tabi l i ty  and control  properties and t h e   p i l o t ' s  
location. It is, at least theoretically, possible that in some cases lag 
equalization would be he lp f i l  . 
The assumed model for   the  utr icular   path is  shown i n  Fig. 32. 
Linear 
T6 t 0.67sec 
Subjective 
Accelera t ion 
K I adjustable 
T7 adjustable 
T, adjustable 
T~ = 0.3 sec 
Figure 32. Model for Utricular Path 
The f i rs t  problem t o  be considered here is  the  conditions under which 
motion cues can or cannot be u t i l i zed .  The ea r l i e r  experiments discussed 
in Section IV indicate   that  motion cues wil be  used  unless  the  task  has 
both a cornand input and a compensatory display. In  this  case the visual  
and vestibular cues conflict  and the   p i lo t s  appear t o  ignore the motion 
cues. With a simple, predictable input the pilot  may be able to separate 
the input and the vehicle response, and avoid the  visual/vestibular 
conflict. Thus, the above restrictions are expanded to:  motion cues 
wil be used except lhen  tracking a random-appearing command input  with 
a compensatory display. 
The next question is the relative contributions of the semicircular 
canal and utricular paths. The results presented in Section I11 indicate 
that  the  contribution of the  utricular feedback i n  the  present experiment 
vas minor or none. Yet, there are other conditions under Ffhich the 
utricular feedback i s  definitely utilized. For example, both Refs. 2 
and 4 included control of a simulator, which rolled about a horizontal 
axis, vithout any visual feedback. This could only be accomplished by 
using the utricles t o  provide an indication of the vertical. The resulting 
performance for tracking with motion cues alone is  interesting. I 
t 
O f  the more than 40 controlled elements tested  in Refs. 2 and 4, the 
p e r f o m c e  for motion-alone tracking was, with one exception, poorer than 
for visual and motion cues. I n  many cases the performance was even poorer 
than f o r  the visual-alone (fixed base) tracking. These results, combined 
with those of Section 111, suggest that  the  utricular feedback i s  generally 
of minor importance, but i n  certain  special cases it may be used if an 
appropriate visual feedback i s  not available. A specific example of the 
l a t t e r  condition would be directional  control of an aircraft  in which 
there was no visual  indication of side  acceleration. 
The rationale  for  the  relatively minor role of utricular feedback 
has two factors. First, the sensor dynamics in the utricular path are 
considerably poorer than those i n  the semicircular canal path. Thus, 
the  utricular  path i s  generally  not much better  than  the  semicircular 
canal  path even though the a component of the  utricular feedback i s  
angular acceleration as opposed t o  angular velocity  in  the  semicircular 
canal path. The advantage of the extra derivative i s  largely l o s t  due 
t o  the poorer sensor dynamics. 
The second factor is  the consistent usefulness of the sensed signal. 
Sensed accelerations may be very  sensitive t o  location and changes in 
f l ight  condition. This i s  a faailiar problem t o  autmatic control system 
designers. It may well be that  pilots have learned that the utricular 
feedback i s  not consistently useful and so generally suppress it. On 
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the other hand, no such problem exis t s  with the semicircular canal 
feedback. When t ry ing  to  cont ro l  attitude, a t t i t u d e  r a t e  i n f o m t i o n  
i s  always useful. 
Having decided that the   u t r icu lar  feedback is  generally of minor 
importance, the key problem in feedback integration is  the  adjustment 
of the visual  and semicircular canal feedbacks. The following remarks 
on t h i s  subject are based on the   resu l t s  of Section 111. 
For att i tude tracking tasks, the  overall  effects of motion on the 
equivalent visual describing function are adjustments in the crossover 
frequency and effective time delay. One can then use the existing Quasi- 
L i n e a r  P i lo t  Model t o  estimate the fixed-base pilot describing flznction. 
To allow for  motion cues, one increases the crossover frequency by 
approximately 1 rad/sec and reduces the effective time delay by approxi- 
mately 0.15 sec. This gives the overall  effects of hrgh f i d e l i t y  angular 
cues. Separation of the visual and angular feedbacks i s  also possible. 
The adjus-tment of the variable (by the pilot)  parameters i n   t he  
visual  and semicircular canal feedbacks i s  d i rec t ly  analogous t o  synthesis 
of an autopilot f o r  the  same task. Given the two feedbacks with certain 
fixed characterist ics in each, the variable parameters are adjusted just 
as if  one were designing an autopilot. The resul tant  adjustments a r e  
most simply described i n  terms of the   re la t ive  magnitudes of the two 
feedbacks as a f’unction of frequency. 
The re la t ive  magnitudes of the  visual  and semicircular canal feedbacks 
depend on the controlled element dynamics; however, the visual path always 
dominates a t  low frequencies and the semicircular canal path at high fre- 
quencies. For controlled elements which do not require low frequency 
p i lo t   l ead  (Yc A Kc/s  in  the  region of crossover), the two feedbacks are  
of comparable magnitude i n   t h e  frequency region ju s t  above crossover, 
5 - 7 0 rad/sec. For controlled elements which do require low frequency 
p i lo t   l ead  (Yc A Kc/s  in  the region of crossover), the two feedbacks are 
of comparable magnitude in the  frequency region ju s t  below crossover, 
1.5 - 2 rad/sec. In a l l  cases, the lead provided by the angular path allows 
allows the low frequency gain of the  visual   path  to  be higher than it 
rmuld be fixed base and the  lead somewhat lover. 
2 
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In establishing requirements for a moving-base simulator, consideration 
must be given t o  the effects  of motion cues on: 
0 Tracking 
0 Failure  detection 
0 Realism 
The data presented  here are primarily  relevant t o  the f irst  item, tracking. 
A s  this is  a l so   the  one about .i.Thich we can be  the most quantitative, it wil 
be discussed f irst .  The other two items will be considered subsequently. 
With regard t o  tracking  perfomaace, it is  generally mch more 
important t o  have the rotat ional  cues than the l inear  ones. If tracking 
perforraance were the sole  cri terion,  the  l inear motions m i g h t  even be 
elirainated altogether as long as the task did not require a linear accel- 
eration feedback which had no visual equivalent. 
On the  other hand, the  rotary motions should be f a i th fu l ly  reproduced, 
a t  l ea s t  over an appropriate frequency range. A reasonable high frequency 
limit i s  10 rad/sec. This i s  the  bandwidth of the vestibular sensor and 
is  considerably above any manual-control crossover frequencies. For t he  
low frequency limit, it does not appear necessary t o  go as low as the 
sensor washout, roug ly  0.1 rad/sec. None of our subjects Irere alwe of 
the  0.5 rad/sec washout i n  roll and increasing it t o  1 rad/sec had very 
l i t t l e  effect .  A conservative lower frequency l imi t  would be 0.5 rad/sec 
and even 1 rad/sec would be reasonable. 
Tracking requirements are a l so  affected by controlled element dynamics. 
For an easy control task, one r equ i r ing   l i t t l e   p i lo t   l ead ,   t he   e f f ec t s  of 
motion cues are considerably less than for a d i f f i c u l t  task, one requiring 
large pi lot  lead.  Fixed-base resu l t s  may be completely adequate, although 
slightly conservative, for a vehicle with good handling qualities. On the 
other hand, fixed-base results fo r  a vehicle with poor handling qualities 
or a marginally  controllable  task will be  overly  conservative. 
While completely general tracking requirements are difficult t o  define, 
the following procedure could be used t o  estimate requirements for a 
specific si tuation: 
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0 Define the  system-pilot task, vehicle dynamics, 
displays, and inputs 
0 Determine potent ia l  visual  and motion feedbacks 
0 Analyze the  flight situation using the Multimodality 
P i lo t  Model and, if necessary, the Multiloop Pilot 
Model (Ref. 19) 
0 Reanalyze with a var ie ty  of simulator dynamics 
included 
0 Determine l h i t s  of simulator dynamics for acceptable 
performance degradation  relative  to flight 
The second consideration in simulator requirements is failure detection. 
If the pi lot ing task includes recovery frm an a i r c ra f t  or system fai lure ,  
such as an engine or s t a b i l i t y  augmentation fai lure ,  motion cues can play 
an especially important role. The motions accompanying a fa i lure  can 
g rea t ly  f ac i l i t a t e  the pi lot’s  detect ion of the fai lure .  This i s  espe- 
c i a l l y   t r u e  i f  the visual modality i s  already  heavily  loaded with a 
demanding task. The motion cues a l so  allow an earlier failure detection. 
For example, a hardover elevator due t o  a pitch damper f a i lu re  could be 
detected by the  normal acceleration and pi tch rate motion cues before 
noticeable effects were displayed on the  flight instruments (such as the 
art if icial  horizon) . 
A t  the  present no general requirements based on failure  detection  are 
available. A s  a minirmun, the motion should be enough t o  provide an 
unambiguous clue t o  the  fa i lure .  For example, t o  sjmulate a hardover 
yaw damper malfunction, the simulator should have enough l a t e r a l   t r a v e l  
so that the p i l o t  can clearly  separate the la teral   accelerat ion cue 
accompanying the f a i lu re  from those due t o  gusts. In many cases f a i lu re  
detection may put the most stringent requirement on l inear  motions. 
The th i rd  consideration in simulator requirements i s  realism, i.e. , 
does it f e e l   l i k e  an a i rp lane  to  the  p i lo t?  The degree of realism 
necessary depends on at least two factors,  the objectives of the sirmila- 
t ions and the exgerience of the subjects. One would certainly expect 
different requirements fo r  a simulator t o  be used in handling qualities 
research and for  one t o  be used t o   t r a i n   a i r l i n e   p i l o t s .  The goals are 
entirely different as may be the backgrounds of the subjects. Reseasch 
pi lots  ~ i h o  have had considerable experience i n  simulators can learn   to  
mentally extrapolate from rather crude simulations t o  the  f l ight 
situations . 
Two specific problem areas  related t o  realism  are  false  linear 
accelerations and washout effects on open-loop maneuvers. An example 
of the first, p r o u l d  be roll control in a simulator with r o l l  motion but 
no lateral   travel.  When the subject rolled the simulator he vould sense 
a lateral  acceleration because of gravity, whereas in  an airplane  the 
sensed acceleration i s  generally very small. While the  false cue may 
not  affect  the  pilot 's  control behavior, it wil swely  influence  his 
subjective opinion of the simulation realism. A n  example of the washout 
problem muld be a pull-up maneuver in a simulator  with  limited  vertical 
travel. The init ial  acceleration would be correct  but, because of the ' 
limited  travel, it would be necessasy t o  quickly  reverse  the  acceleration. 
Washout characteristics, v?aich might be  cmpletely masked i n  a tracking 
task, could become quite obvious in   cer ta in  open-loop maneuvers. 
The above discussion of realism has, of necessity, been entirely 
qualitative. There are no definite requirements available at the present 
time. A par t ia l  solut ion,  a t  least  in  some cases, might be t o  res t r ic t  
the simulated tasks and allowable maneuvers t o  conceal the more unrealistic 
features of the simulator. 
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SECTION VI 
SUMMARY 
!This report includes the results of a recent experiment t o  measure 
the effects  of motion cues on a manual control tracking task. The 
resu l t s  of t h i s  and previous experiments are then used t o  derive a 
Multhodal i ty   Pi lot  Model and t o  derive some requirements for the  
design of moving-base simulators. 
!The Multimodality Pilot Model is presented i n  Section V.  Estimates 
are  given f o r   t h e  dynamic characterist ics of the various elements in 
the  t s ~ o  vestibular feedback paths, the semicircular canals and the 
u t r ic les .  The integration of the visual  and vestibular feedbacks is  
discussed. 
Also presented in Section V is  a discussion of the implications of 
t he  above resu l t s  on the requirements fo r  moving-base simulators. The 
effects  of motion cues on tracking, failure detection, and realism are 
considered. A few general requirements f o r  tracking are suggested and 
a procedure for establishing tracking requirements for  a specific problem 
is  outlined. 
!The specific results obtained from the  experiments reported here are 
described below. The pi lot ing task was roll control for a simulated 
VTOL vehicle hovering in gusty air. Both roll and la te ra l  t rans la t ion  
motions were included. The key results are: 
1 .  The crossover model of Ref. 7 applies t o  moving- 
base tracking as w e l l  as fixed-base i f  the crossover 
frequency and effective  time  delay  are  modified. 
With motion, the magnitude of the  pilot   describing 
function, Yp, i s  increased and the phase lag  i s  
reduced (roughly equivalent t o  a time delay reduc- 
t i on  of 0.1-0.2 sec); the increased pilot gain 
increases  the  crossover  frequency by 0.5 - 1.5 rad/sec. 
2. With motion, the visual  feedback gain a t  low frequency 
is  increased and the  visual  lead i s  reduced. 
3 .  For the  task examined the motion feedback appears t o  
be primarily through the semicircular canals with very 
l i t t l e   u t r i c u l a r  feedback. 
4. The visual feedback dominates at low frequencies 
and the motion feedback dominates at high  fre- 
quencies. For controlled elements which do not 
require low frequency pilot  lead,  the two feed- 
backs are of comparable magnitude in   the  frequency 
region of 5 - 10 rad/sec. For controlled elements 
Tihich require low frequency pilot  lead,  the imo 
feedbacks are of comparable magnitude in the 
frequency  range of I .5 - 2 rad/sec. 
5 .  The open-loop remnant injected at the pi lot '  s 
output has a f l a t  spectrum over the frequency 
range 1 - 10 rad/sec. With motion, the magnitude 
of the spectrum i s  increased by a factor of up to 3 .  
6. With motion, mean-square error at input frequencies is  
reduced t o  0.27-0.52 of the fixed-base value due t o  
increased crossover frequency. 
7. With motion, remnant  component of mean-square error 
is  reduced t o  0.40- 0.98 of the  fixed-base  value; 
increase i n  crossover frequency has more effect  than 
increase in open-loop remnant. 
8. Performance improvement  due t o  motion cues i s  greater 
f o r  controlled elements Tihich require low frequency 
pilot  lead  than f o r  those Tihich do not. 
9. A roll washout of 0.5 rad/sec has a negligible effect 
and even washouts as  large  as 2 rad/sec have rather 
minor effects. 
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This appendix covers a summasy of the  procedures employed i n   t h e  
reduction of the experimental data for the two-input t e s t s .  The 
appendix contains 
0 The derivation of the necessary equations from 
the  system block diagram 
0 The description of the successive steps taken 
in  the  construction of Bode plots  for the  
transfer f7mctions of the visual  and the 
motion feedbacks, Yv and Ym 
0 A typical example of the construction of Yv 
and Ym 
The block diagram f o r  the  two-jnput t e s t s  i s  shown in Fig. 33. 
"C d 
Figure 33. Two-Input Block D i a g r a m  
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SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS 
The following equations can be se t  up directly from the block diagram: 
Exerting  into Eq. 33 the expressions f o r  e and cpmJ Eqs . 32 and 34, leads 
t o  
c = n, + Yv[i-Ycc-d] - Ym(Ycc+d) (35) 
from which c as a function of the two inputs i, d, and the open-loop 
remnant n, i s  obtained as 
P. = 
From Eqs. 32, 34, and 36, the system error is  readily expressed as 
By considering the inputs one at a time, the following four transfer 
functions can be derived from Eqs. 36 and 37. 
C yv - =  
i 2 
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"_ . " 
where At! = 1 + Yc(Yv+Y,) 
Moreover, because of Eq. 34, the following two relations 
must hold. These  two equations are of par t icular  importance for the 
cross-checking of the low frequency region of c / i  and c/d. 
On the  basis of the  Eqs . 38 - 43 the  desired  equations  for  the 
descr ib ing   Wct ion  of the  visual  path Yv, the  motion path Ym, and 
the   p i lo t  Y = Yv + & can now be  determined. P 
Dividing Eq. 38 by Eq. 41 yields the expression 
-1 
Yv = - (+) (+) ' 
wherein c / i  can also be replaced from Eq. 42. Thus 
(44)  
Replacing Yv i n  Eq. 39 by Eq. 58, and using Eq. 4 1 t o  eliminate Art leads 
t o  
Ym = (+) (+++) "I 
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wherein c can be replaced by Eqs. 42 and 43, so that  
Since 
Eq. 39 can be used t o  compute Y eliminating A’’ by means of Eq. 41, thus 
P’ 
wherein c/d can be replaced by Eq. 43 t o  give 
The d ig i ta l  computer program which processed the experimental data 
computed the six ratios, 
These were evaluated by taking  the ratios of the Fourier transforms 
at the ten input frequencies of i or d. Thus, the first three ratios 
were evaluated at one se t  of ten frequencies and the  other  three  ratios 
were evaluated at a different set  of ten frequencies. The calculation 
of Yv or Y, requires having these ratios at common frequencies. The 
interpolation.procedure required t o  accomplish th i s  i s  described below. 
Since Eqs. 49 and 50 involve only r a t io s   a t  d frequencies, Yp and Y Y 
were computed directly by the  digital  computer. 
P C  
DATA EVALUATION AIlD FITTING P R O C E D ~  
E i g h t  s e t s  of experimental data were processed. The eight sets were 
for Subject GB or RG, Yc =Kc / s (  s + 10) or Q/s2, and .Ez = 0 or 3.5 f t .  
Each set (with one exception) consisted of four runs; two replications 
for (i /d)ms = 0.25 or 0.50. The following steps were taken: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
a. 
e. 
In the  p lo ts  of c/ i ,  c/d, e/d, %/i, and cp,/d, 
smooth curves were faired through the   d i s t inc t  
frequency  points. 
Data points and faired curves of c / i  and c/d were 
cross-checked on the basis of Eqs. 42 and 43. 
Because the data fo r  %/i and %/a are  generally 
more accurate in the  low frequency region, t h i s  
step  frequently  yielded  useful  information f o r  
adjustments on c / i  and c/d. 
Yv was constructed pointwise from Eq. 44, using 
the e/d curves and the adjusted curves for c/i. 
The point set thus obtained was approximated by a 
t r ans fe r   fhc t ion  r ~ t h  smooth amplitude ra t io ,  and 
clearly discernible time delay. No d i f f i cu l t i e s  
a rose   in   the   f i t t ing  of the constructed point set. 
Yp was approximated by a somewhat more elaborate 
transfer function in a similar way as Yv. The 
increased complexity of the  f i t  required special 
a t ten t ion   to   the   h igh  frequency characterist ics 
of Yp, because errors in amplitude f i t t i n g   i n   t h i s  
frequency region could seriously affect the phase 
angle of the delay operator, thus leading t o   e r r o r s  
i n  the effective time delay constant. 
Ym was computed pointwise on the  basis of the  
original (nonapproximated) point sets of yv and 
Yp, using the relation 
Y* = Yp - Yv 
and was a lso  computed from Eq. 46 directly.  
Computation of Ym from Eqs. 46 and 51 generally led t o  excellent 
agreement in the high frequency region, but some sca t te r   in   the  low 
frequency region. This f ac t  i s  readily explained by comparing Eqs. 46 
and 51 for  the  low frequency region. For t h i s  region, & fran Eq. 31 
i s  generated by only one subtraction of two sizable vectors with well 
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defined phasing. By Eq. 46,. however, Ym in the low frequency region 
i s  generated by the summation of two very small vectors, and the  multi- 
plication of t h i s  sum by a large vector. Hence, in  the second case, 
slight  error  in  all  individual  plots may lead t o  excessive errors in  
amplitude and phase of Ym, so  that  data  points  in  this  region computed 
by Eq. 51 are  definitely t o  be taken as the more accurate ones. 
The results of processing the eight sets of data and the pertinent 
f i t s  of Yv and Yp a re   smar ized  in Table XV. 
YC 
KC 
TABU3 xv 
SUMMARY OF TWO-7NPUT DATA. r SUBJECT 
I 0.0623(s + 9)s -0.29s 
0.188(s+7.5)e -0.25s 
( s  + 2)(s  +4.5) -0.24s 
( ~ + 9 ) ( ~ + 1 2 )  
1304' e 
17*9 e-0.27~ ( S  + I . ~ ) ( s  + 4 )  
( s + 9 ) ( s + 1 5 )  
22.2 e-0.35s 
(s + 10) 
2.88 ( s  +3.5) e-0.35s 
( s  + 9 >  
(S + 3 )  -0.40s 3*74 
( s  + 10) 
e 
DAW FBDUCTION "pLF1 
For the demonstration of t he  data reduction procedure the following 
case has been selected: 
KC Yc = - 2 ' 1, = 3.5 f t  , Subject: RG , Runs: 183, 205, 315, 344 
S 
The procedure follows the various steps l isted earlier.  
a. The  Bode plots  for  c/i, e/d, and c/d are  shown in 
Figs. 34, 35, and 36, respectively. P r i o r  t o  f a i r i n g  
continuous curves through the data points, the low 
frequency data points of c / i  and c/d were cross- 
checked according t o  Eqs.  42  and 43. The p lo ts  
of cp,/i and %/a, by means of which the cross- 
checking was performed, are not shown. 
b. In the three aforementioned plots  continuous curves 
were faired through the data points, shaping the 
curves so that they represented, within the region 
of interest ,  amplitude and phase po r t r a i t s  of transfer 
function comprising combinations of first- and 
second-order numerator and denominator factors.  
Individual data points of the  desired  transfer 
function were constructed by using  the  Dlots of 
Figs. 34 and 35 in accordance with Eq. 44, t ha t  i s  
-1 
Yv = - (+)(+) 
c.  The constructed points of Yv are  shown in Fig. 37. 
The amplitude r a t i o  IYv I was first  approximated by 
a simple transfer function, consisting of lead, lag, 
or lead/lag terms. For the case in consideration, 
an excellent amplitude f i t  was found f o r  the function 
2.38 
( s  +4.5) 
( s  + 12) 
To t h i s  TELS added a time delay t o  match the phase 
data. For the  example, the result ing f i t  was 
( s  +4.5) e-0.4S Yv A 2.33 
( s +  12) 
A s  can be seen in Fig. 37, t h i s  is a good approximation. 
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d. The  Bode plot of Yp with faired curves f o r  the 
region 0.7 e u) < 15 rad/sec is  sh0.c.m in Fig. 38. 
It vas found that this data could be wel 
approximated by 
e. The faired,  but  not  fitted, yV and data were. 
used t o  compute I& via Eq. 51. The results are 
shown i n  Fig. 39. Also  shown is  Ym computed from 
the faired c/i,  e/d, and c/d data and Eq. 46. The 
two results  generally  agree  very well. 
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Figure 34. Example c/i Data 
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"O w (rad/sec) 
Figure 33. Example e/d Data 
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Figure 36.  Example c / d  Data 
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Figure 37. Example Yv F i t  
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Figure 38. Example Yp Data 
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Figure 39. Example Ym Data 
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